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Abstract— This paper gives a performance comparison of turbo method of speech signal enhancement with a speech
enhancement method which makes use of an adaptive combination of RLS, LMS and Turbo filter. Normally, speech
signals are used as inputs to a cochlear implant signal processing unit. The results have been compiled for sounds
corrupted by different noises namely AWGN, impulsive noise and babble. Enhancement is evaluated based on the
correlation coefficient, Log Spectral Distortion (LSD), and Mean Square Error (MSE) between the clean signal and the
processed signal. Results prove the superior performance of the novel method.
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I. Introduction
Profoundly deaf people are benefited in obtaining a partial hearing due to cochlear implants. The combined
efforts of scientists from different fields such as bioengineering, speech science, physiology, otolaryngology
and signal processing are responsible for the success of cochlear implants. Each field led to the development
of various aspects of the cochlear implant design. Obtaining different stimuli from the speech signal was the
motivation of development of different signal processing algorithms. [1]

Cochlear implants help to perform analysis and processing of the speech signal. The control parameters are
transmitted to the electrode implanted in scala tympani. There is a lot of difference in normal hearing to
hearing induced by electrical stimulation.Physiologial experiments are not much useful for verifying speech
processing algorithms. One of the earliest signals processing technique used for cochlear implants is the
Continuous Interleaved Sampling (CIS) strategy followed by several other techniques.  [2]

II. CIS Strategy for CI
This method was first proposed in 1991 by Wilson B.S.  To avoid interplay between channels it uses
asynchronous and alternate pulses to stimulate the channels. Initially after preemphasi the speech signal is
divided into 4 to 8 channels. Envelope is obtained after each channel is processed with full wave rectification
followed by low pass filtering. Next logarithmic compression follows.. Next stimulating pulse of every
electrode is obtained by modulating the envelope by temporally alternate biphase pulse sequence.[2]

III Speech-Processing Strategy Incorporating Tonal Information
For tonal languages like the Chinese a new speech –processing strategy which used both the extracted

envelopes of the narrow-band signals and fundamental frequency (F0) of the speech signal to modulate the
amplitude and frequency of the electrical pulses delivered to the stimulation electrodes. An algorithm was
basically developed to extract the fundamental frequency and also to identify the general patterns of pitch
variations of four typical tones in Chinese speech. For tonal language speakers this type of algorithm was
found to be encouraging for sensorineurally deaf patients.[3]

1V             Asynchronous Interleaved Sampling Algorithm
Asynchronous Interleaved Sampling (AIS) is capable of naturally meeting the interleaved-firing

requirement, which means only one electrode is stimulated at a time thus minimizing electrode interactions.
Distributions of interspike intervals happens over 1-4 ms, this results in a more pseudostochastic, more natural
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pattern of firing due to complex channel interactions. There are combinations of strong and weak channels.
Weaker channels are made to fire in accordance with their signal strength and stronger channels are selected
to enable it to fire more often. AIS was much more superior in terms of correlations with original sounds
using only envelope information. AIS was capable of saving power and improve hearing performance. [4]

VSignal Analysis by using Adaptive Filterbanks
In the current scenario, in cochlear implants use of a single filterbank happens which may help to

analyse audio signals into several frequency bands. These frequency bands are associated with one electrode.
Input signal blocks of fixed sizes are processed upon. This filterbank provided a representation to various
signal features using a unique time-frequency resolution. But for an accurate representation and perception of
different components of audio signals it may be a requirement of different time-frequency resolutions. Thus
an investigation when filterbanks with different time- frequency resolutions was made use ofwhat was its
influence on speech intelligibility in cochlear implant users was done.

An adaptive filterbank is made that accepts input blocks of different sizes. This is made to represent all signal
features accurately. Depending on the input signal characteristics and by adequately switching between block
sizes different resolutions required are achieved .Incorporating the filterbank into the commercial Advanced
Combinational Encoder (ACE) it was tested on six cochlear implant recipients. When adaptive filterbank was
used the intelligibility tests conducted showed a 5% group mean improvement on speech performance. [5]

VI A Psychoacoustic ‘’NofM” -Type Speech Coding Strategy
In maximizing the user’s overall communicative potential speech coding strategies play a very crucial

role. Different speech processing techniques are developed to mimic firing patterns inside the cochlea as
naturally as possible. ”NofM” strategies such as ACE or spectral peak (SPEAK) strategies separate speech
signals into M subbands. They further derive envelope information from each band signal. For stimulation N
bands with the largest amplitude are selected. The major objective here was to enhance the temporal
resolution by concentrating on more important features and by neglecting of lesser significant spectral
components. [6]

VIIConvex Combination of Adaptive Filters
To improve adaptive filter performance, Combination schemes are gaining attention.

Fig 1  Convex combination of two transversal adaptive filters.
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Combinations of adaptive filters have generated a lot of interest recently. It is the improvement in transient
and steady-state performance in either stationary or non-stationary environments. A model for the steady state
performance of combinations of two LMS filters. which used a convex combination of adaptive filters is
shown in Fig 1. Later several variations and improvements on the original idea were proposed. A combination
of LMS and RLS filters of different families was proposed recently as a theoretical model. [7]

.

IX Turbo Signal Enhancement Technique

This method makes use of two filters; one is a time domain estimator and the second one a frequency
domain filter. The time domain estimator could be a Kalman filter whereas the frequency domain filter could
be the Dual Resonance Non Linear (DRNL) filter.

Turbo iteration integrates the benefits of time and frequency domain speech enhancement techniques.
The flow of turbo architecture is given below.
1. Noisy speech signal is given as input to the filter
2. Kalman (estimator) filter is fed the input.
3. The estimate obtained is subtracted from noisy signal.
4. Difference is fed to the DRNL filters.
5. A signal part which is obtained from DRNL filter is added to previous Kalman estimate. Further it is
given as input for next iteration after calculation of correlation coefficient between the output and the clean
signal.
6. Steps 2, 3, 4 and 5 are repeated till the correlation coefficient calculated is greater than the one of
earlier iteration.[8]

Fig 2 Speech enhancement using turbo iteration

X Kalman and DRNL Filters
The Kalman filter is a predictive filter based on state space technique and recursive algorithms. It is capable of
estimating the state of a dynamic system.

In order to improve the estimate, the Kalman filter uses the following two steps

1. Prediction

2. Correction

In the first step dynamic model is used to predict the state.

Error covariance of the estimator is minimized using the second step where in the predicted state is corrected
with the observation model.

In this sense it is an optimal estimator. This procedure is repeated for each time the state of the previous time
step as initial value. Therefore the Kalman filter is called a recursive Kalman filter [9]. The Kalman filter
addresses the general problem of trying to estimate the state x € Kn of a discrete-time controlled process that is
governed by the linear stochastic difference equation.
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An algorithm capable of reproducing an important number of psychophysical and physiological phenomena
related to nonlinear auditory frequency selectivity is the DRNL filter

For a DRNL filter it is important to note that its best frequency, tuning, gain and phase characteristics vary
with its input signal amplitude. It is also noticed that nonlinear filters are capable of altering the spectral
content of the input waveform and hence do not have proper transfer functions. To derive an approximate
transfer function of the DRNL, it was possible since one of its components is linear and time invariant.

A memoryless, time-varying gain which depends on the instantaneous amplitude of its input waveform is
applied by the nonlinear stage U(f)in Fig 4. An approximation can be obtained although its exact transfer
function does not exist. Treating the nonlinear stage as a time invariant gain which depends on the peak
amplitude of its input. We assume that the DRNL filter is linear for any given input level. Due to this
approximation the nonlinear gain and phase properties of the digital DRNL filter in response to tones is
preserved with good accuracy. But the flip side is the effect of the original nonlinear gain stage on the spectral
content of its output is sacrificed.

Fig 3 DRNL Filtering

XI Methodology
A novel method of signal processing comprises the usage of the adaptive filters (fig 1) such as combination of
LMS and RLS filters and applying the input noisy signals to it.Further after processing happens,input the
filtered signals to the next stage which is Turbo filter. This algorithm is referred to as Adaptive Turbo .The
final output happens to be the filtered signal after the Turbo stage which is processed for correlation
coefficient, LSD, and MSE. The methodology is reflected in Fig 5 below.

Fig 4 Technique for measuring the output signal parameters using Adaptive Turbo algorithm
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XII Results
The speech signal enhancement by the Adaptive Turbo algorithm is compared with that of Turbo methods of
signal enhancement . The evaluation parameters used are correlation coefficient, LSD and MSE between the
clean signal and the processed signal. The input audio signals used are a set of speech signals sp01 to
sp04.The idea is that as the quality of the processed signal increases correlation increases whereas the LSD
and MSE should decrease. Speech signals enhancement happens after addition of noise to clean signal. There
are two types of noises, viz stationary or non-stationary. Results are obtained by considering one of the noises
at a given time. AWGN (stationary) and impulsive noise (non-stationary) noises are considered. SNR value
considered for AWGN is 0db. In impulsive noise, a Gaussian distribution of mean 0 and variance 0.2 with a
probability of occurrence of 0.01 is considered.

Fig 5: Correlation Coefficient plot for Turbo and Adaptive Turbo
In the above figure correlation coefficients are plotted for Turbo as well as adaptive Turbo algorithms. It is
observed that for AWGN there is a 5.7% increase in the correlation coefficient as compared to 3.97% increase
for impulsive and babble noises respectively
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Fig6: LSD plots for Turbo and Adaptive Turbo
The above figure gives LSD plots for Turbo and Adaptive Turbo algorithms. For AWGN, impulsive and
babble there is a reduction of approximately 16% of LSD values in Adaptive Turbo as compared to Turbo
algorithms.

Fig 7: MSE plots for Turbo and Adaptive Turbo Algorithms
The above figure gives the MSE plots for Turbo and Adaptive Turbo algorithms. For AWGN there is 58%
reduction in MSE values whereas for impulsive and babble the reduction is 60.7%
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XIII Conclusion
From the results it is clear that the adaptive turbo method is much superior compared to Turbo method

where in the adaptive combination of LMS and RLS filters play a crucial role in speech enhancement.
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